Draft PBA 2050 Comment Form submission
Plan Bay Area <info@planbayarea.org>
Fri 7/16/2021 9:09 PM
To: info@planbayarea.org <info@planbayarea.org>

*External Email*

Submitted on July 16, 2021 Submitted values are: *Name* Lourdes Tremewan *Email*
[1] *Zip Code*
*Topic* Transportation *Comment* The main
concern to me are the hours of service which not enough. It should be 7:20 am to 8:00 pm everyday
including weekends. So everyone can get to the destination they need to without the fear getting lost.
I would love to all the bus stops be well equipped including bench and canopy for protection sunny or
rainy days. The most stick with signs bust stops are unused for not offering safety and protection. I
have to walk many blocks to bet to wait for the bus due the one bus stop near my home is just a stick
with a sign where cars and trucks usually park daily basis. If you people truly love the environment you
better promote Public transportation use by make it more suitable to the needs of the population so
they will travel comfortable and very happy. Thanks for the opportunity to share here. Keep the good
jobs forward!. [1] mailto
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To: info@planbayarea.org <info@planbayarea.org>

*External Email*

Submitted on July 16, 2021 Submitted values are: *Name* Lourdes Tremewan *Email*
[1] *Zip Code*
*Topic* Environment *Comment* What about the
preservation of wildlife habitat through protection programs to allow access to water sources without
the fear being killed on the roads. It should promote a culture of respect to nature trough programs
and events direct to the public. I am against easing access to the parks to everyone. Locals should
keep their rights to enjoy their own parks without the fear getting invaded by outsiders who the most
come from places whose parks are neglected by themselves. I would love find program to promote
cleaning and keep clean spaces. Littering should be a federal crime punished with community services
besides the fine and jail time. Environment says but it is most about housing and transportation to
satisfy human needs nothing about nature conservancy here in the topic. Nevertheless I love the fact it
will maintain urban growth boundaries to limit where greenfield development may occur thanks God,
that's is great. [1] mailto:c

